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The Relationship Between
Mental Illness and Suicide Risk
Nearly 20% of adults experience a mental illness each year, equal to about 50 million
Americans.1 This population is at increased risk of suicide compared to the general population,
but it’s important to understand that individual disorders contribute different levels of risk and
types of risk factors,2,3,4,5,6 while the stigma of seeking help creates its own barrier.
No one is immune to suicide, including individuals who do not have a mental illness. However,
mental health issues – regardless of whether they meet the criteria of a disorder – often
precede a suicide. It’s estimated that approximately 90% of individuals who die from suicide
had a mental illness, often undiagnosed and untreated.2

Warning Signs
Levels of Risk
Research consistently shows that the likelihood of dying by suicide is low, even for
those who have a mental illness.2 A 2015 study found that the lifetime risk of suicide
for someone with a behavioral health disorder is 3.4%. The risk for those without a
behavioral health disorder is 0.3% — a 3-point difference.2 Put another way, while
most people who die by suicide have a mental illness, most people with mental
illness do not die by suicide. This is because mental illness does not cause suicidal
behavior; rather, painful circumstances often combine with mental illness to make
individuals feel as though there is no other way out.3 This is especially true as a
result of the pandemic, which has contributed to increased suicide rates in some
parts of Ohio.
Almost half of people who die by suicide also had depression, but other behavioral
health disorders contribute to suicide risk as well2:
1.

Anxiety Disorders: Up to 71% of people who attempt suicide have an
anxiety disorder, including panic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder and
generalized anxiety disorder.4

2.

Bi-Polar Disorder: Up to 1 in 2 people who have been diagnosed with bipolar
disorder attempt suicide sometime during their lifetime.2

3.

Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD): A 2008 literature review found that up
to 80% of those diagnosed with BPD attempt suicide.5

4.

Schizophrenia: An estimated 40% of people diagnosed with schizophrenia
attempt suicide.2

Regardless of whether someone
has a behavioral health disorder,
it’s essential to monitor for
certain warning signs.8 Sudden,
unexplained changes in mood,
appearance, weight, eating
habits, sleeping habits, or
substance use could indicate
that someone is struggling with
thoughts of suicide. It’s also
alarming if someone expresses
wanting to die or that they feel
trapped, helpless, hopeless,
or like a burden. When these
warning signs appear, it’s vital
to ask that person if they’re
considering suicide and to
connect them to help.

“Mental illness does not
cause suicidal behavior.”

Lowering the Risk
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A support system of loving friends and family can lower suicide
risk by promoting resilience, help-seeking, and healthy living.6,7
By monitoring symptoms of unmanaged mental illness and
signs of suicidal thinking and behavior, members of a support
system may have the chance to intervene with a loved one.
They can encourage the person at risk to challenge suicidal
thinking, access counseling, and stay safe.
Lethal means safety can be practiced by anyone who is
considering suicide as well as clinicians, friends, and family
members connected to that person.7 This approach involves
separating the person at risk from methods they can use to kill
themselves.7
Treatment for mental illness can benefit people who are
considering taking their own lives.6 Counseling, sometimes
combined with medication, can help individuals manage
symptoms of mental illness by teaching healthy coping
mechanisms and strategies to control difficult emotions.7
Counselors should also engage in safety planning with
clients who disclose suicide ideation. This practice integrates
treatment, lethal means safety, and family/friend supports into
a complementary, interconnected approach.

Additional Resources
•

•

•

Man Therapy 20-Point Head Inspection: Man Therapy is a
free mental health resource built for “manly men.” Using the
20-Point Head Inspection, men can learn more about their own
mental health and if they should consider counseling or other
support. https://mantherapy.org/head-inspection/question
Mental Health America (MHA): MHA educates and advocates
around mental health issues. Visit their website for wellness
tips, getting help for self and others, and more. https://
mhanational.org/
National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI): NAMI is also
focused on education and advocacy. Check out their website
to learn about specific mental health conditions and signs of
untreated mental illness. https://nami.org/About-Mental-Illness
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ABOUT
OHIO SUICIDE PREVENTION FOUNDATION
OSPF gives hope to those in crisis, strength to those in the struggle, and comfort to
those in grief. OSPF is a non-profit organization that works tirelessly to help all of Ohio’s
communities reduce the risk of suicide. Our work includes supporting those impacted by
suicide, raising awareness of mental health issues, and coordinating community resources
and evidence-based prevention strategies across the state.
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